An inequality between the norm of the difference of two vector states of a W* -algebra and the innmum distance between vectors representing the states in a fixed representation is derived. We shall derive a similar inequality for a fixed representation TT, which implies the equivalence of topologies induced by the norm and d^G^o/) on the set of all vector states in the representation n.
For a rormal state co of a PF*-algebra R and a normal representation n of R on a Hilbert space H^, 8(71,0)) denotes the set of all vectors x in H^ suck Liat (x, n(Q}x} =o)(Q^) for all Q^R.
(We do not assume o)(l)=l in accordance with Bures We shall derive a similar inequality for a fixed representation TT, which implies the equivalence of topologies induced by the norm and d^G^o/) on the set of all vector states in the representation n.
If Proof. Let e>0. Let o^eflir, ^, /3 = jc, y, 2 be such that <^3 Let U lS be defined by (0, C/i y y) -(^(g)^-, IF(r(g)^)) for all Then UijtEntRY due to PTeTc'C^^CTcCJ?)®!) 7 . Further, (17*
•(j><8>*i)=.y<8>*i implies (U£U u +U£U*)y=y. Let y f =U u y 9 y"=U 2 ,y.
We then have Q.E.D. Let E+ and £L be spectral projection of A -B for (0, °o) and
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